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BAB IV 

ANALYSIS 

 

In this Thesis the researcher wants to answer about problem in chapter 

before. That is about the influence of Sara’s characterization to her friends in A 

little princess novel. Sara has a good character. Where not all children have the 

good character is like Sara. Sara is young age, she is still Child but she has 

younger Character. The influence of her character can motivate her friends to be 

better. From that reason above, it made the researcher interest to analyze A Little 

princes Novel. The researcher analyzes the novel about: The characterization of 

Sara and the influence of Sara’s characterization to her friends. 

4.1 The Characterization of Sara 

 From several studies about the bad characterizations tend to blame their 

circumstances. They often claim that they raised the wrong way, financial 

difficulties, treatment of others or other conditions that make them have a bad 

character. It is true that in life, we have to face a lot of things beyond our control. 

We must be able to face any our problems. 

  In this research, the researcher would like to discuss the good 

characterization of the main character as Sara in A little princess novels. Sara’s 

characterizations have a good judgment. Although she still young, but she has 

have many good attitude that proper to study for us, so the reader can learn from 

nature Sara, in A Little Princess.  
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4.1.1 Sara is A Kind Girl 

A characterization is one of important part from the novel. Where in a 

character tells how the characterization of the characters in the novel. In the part 

of analyze, the researcher wants to discuss some examples of the Sara’s 

characterization. Sara has a good character, and she is polite to everyone. In fact, 

she had always been kind to people who are already hurting her. 

 One example of a Sara’s good attitude stems is known, the first time Sara 

was sent from India to school. It is in Miss Minchin’s Boarding School in London. 

Her father Captain Crewe was incredibly rich. He bought Sara beautiful dresses 

and asked Miss Minchin that his daughter was given the luxurious facilities at the 

school. Although always pampered and wallowing in wealth, the situation beside 

is described: 

Sara Listened while her papa and Miss Minchin talked. Sara was to given 

anything she asked for, they agreed, and Captain Crew’s business 

manager, Barrow and Skip worth, would pay all her bills. 

At the school, she was a pretty bedroom and sitting room of her own, 

toys, and treats to eat along with a pony and carriage. To replace her 

Indian nanny, her ayah who was so devoted to her, she would even have 

her own French maid-Mariette. Another Little girl might b e spoiled by 

such pampering, Captain Crewe said, but not his Sara. (Page: 5). 
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 Sara is a kind girl, she always give a good attitude to all her friends. But 

precisely it makes some senior friends jealous to her because Sara has a perfect 

attitude. Although her friends mocked her as "Princess Sarah", but with the 

mockery that She actually make it as a reminder to always be generous to others. 

He thought that a princess should be able to keep the character of her authority. It 

was described in the novel reading as follow: 

―Did you know that Sara secretly pretends she is a real princess?‖ 

Lavinia asked Jessie, trying to start trouble.‖ Oh yes, it’s true. One night I 

heard her telling someone-it must have been that silly dunce 

Ermengarde-when I was passing by her room. I think we should all start 

calling her ―Your Royal Highness.‖ 

Jessie frowned. She didn’t want to call her any such thing. 

Lavinia leaped up and ran over to where Sara was just finishing up her 

story. Much to Sara’s surprise. Lavinia started to clap. 

―Oh, Your Royal Highness,‖ Lavinia said mocking her, in between claps, 

―Diamond mines-how exciting!‖(Page: 39-40). 

 

Sara is a kind child it is also shown when Sara face a rude attitude of Miss 

Minchin. Although Miss Minchin always being rude to her. But Sara responds 

with softness. Miss Minchin becomes different rudely when she realized that 

Sarah had become poor and no longer profitable for her. It was described in the 

text below:   

―What are you starting at?‖ she asked sharply. 

―Why do you   not speak? Don’t you understand?  

What I am telling you? With all of your grand airs,  

Are you now a beggar? You will work here to earn 

Your keep and to pay me back for everything you owe me.‖ 

―I understand,‖ Sara replied in allow tone. 

―Now, may I please excuse? (Page: 54). 
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Sarah shows her a good attitude to someone who rude to her. But she was 

also being kind to a stranger; the strange person in this novel is a Little Beggar. At 

the moment Sarah looking for food outside her boarding. She wants to buy a cake 

for Becky and herself. But in the middle of walking, Sarah lost her money 

eventually, she was very sad because she could not buy food. The Seller of cake 

felt pity to Sara and he gave the cake to Sara. The situation can be described in the 

text below: 

More than anything, Sara wanted to take the coins and buy some fresh 

buns. Doing some math in her head, she might be able to pay for as many 

as four. 

But then she frowned. She felt that it was wrong to use many that 

someone else had lost and might need. She looked around for someone to 

ask about the money, but there was nobody, and so she decided that she 

would at least ask the woman in the bakery if she had lost it. (Page: 108). 

 

After, Sara has gotten the cake that she was looking for her to take home 

and she will eat together with Becky in their Boarding. But suddenly Sara see a 

little girl whose face looks like hunger, immediately Sara has compassionate 

feeling to little beggar. Because Sara assumes that little Beggar’s condition is 

more miserable than her, the little beggar’s conditions are dirty, hungry and cold 

air, so Sara can not leave her. 

Sara tries to ask about the little Beggar’s condition. And Sara gives her 

cake to a little beggar by sincerely, because Sara compassionates the little beggar. 

This situation can be described in the following text: 

―This girl,‖ Sara thought, ―is even worse off than I am.‖ 
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As Sara came near, the little girl turned her head away, as thought Sara 

was going to yell at her or shoo her out of the way, like everyone else 

did. 

―Are you hungry?‖ Sara asked. 

The little girl looked up in surprise. 

―I am,‖ she said. She told Sara that she had not eaten in days. 

Sara couldn’t believe she was going to do what she was about to do.‖But 

after all,‖ she thought, ―what would a princess do?‖ 

She reached into her bag, took out once of the buns, and gave it to other 

little girl. The girl sat up straight, then grabbed it and crammed it into her 

mouth in one big, wolfish bite. 

(Page: 110-111). 

 

Besides an explanation of Sara’s good attitude to someone who had done 

bad against to her and for the people who she did not know, the researcher will 

also explain some of the good attitude of Sara to her friends. We need to know 

that Sara has assumed. Everyone is a friend, starting from a helper, a little child or 

a little fool. Although Sara friends are considered low of other but Sarah never 

discriminate them, for her all of people are the same level, they have the right to 

be respected. The first example is her good attitude to servants. The Servant's 

name is Becky, she was being nice to Becky and respect to her, Sara considers 

Becky as her best friend. It can be described in bellow: 

Later, Sara found out the girl’s name was Becky and that she was an 

orphan. Becky was the scullery maid. She worked in the kitchen below, 

doing messy tasks no one else would do. Often the girls could hear Miss 

Minchin’s voice ring out from downstairs: ―Becky do this ―and‖ Becky 

do that.‖No one paid any attention, though, because it seemed to be so far 

removed from their rich and comfortable world. 
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That day, Sara vowed that she would make friends with Becky. Without 

thinking about it, Sara often went to the aid of people in need, and Becky 

was no exception (Page: 31-32). 

 

Once upon a time she invited Becky to sleep in her room. Sarah did not 

think Becky as a servant, but she considers Becky as friends. It can be seen in the 

text below: 

―The hallway is quiet, ―She said. ―No one knows you’re here. If you are 

done with your work, perhaps you can visit for a while?‖ 

Becky nodded slowly. Surely, she thought, she was still dreaming in 

Sara’s armchair. 

Sara opened a cupboard, took out a perfectly frosted chocolate cake, and 

cut Becky a thick slice. She smiled with pleasure as Becky ate the whole 

thing in what seemed like one big bite. 

―Becky,  ― Sara offered, ―if you come to my room every night, I can tell 

you a little bit more of the mermaid story each time until the story is 

finished. Would you like that?‖ 

―I would!‖ Becky exclaimed.‖I would like that so much that I wouldn’t 

care anymore how heavy the coal boxes were, or how hungry I was, or 

how the missus means is to me. If I’d that to look forward to, I think I 

could do anything!‖ 

And Becky did survive through the nights that followed—not only on 

Sara’s snacks and stories, but on her warmth and kindness (Page:37-36). 

The next example of Sara’s good attitude good is her good attitude to 

child, she has a motherly nature, and she was very fond of children. The children 

is younger than her, one of   the child is Lottie. The statement can be seemed this 

followed: 
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Sara sat down on the floor beside Lottie. Only instead of talking, Sara just 

looked at her without saying a word. No one knew what to make of 

Sara’s odd ways. 

Lottie didn’t know what to think either. Usually, when she cried, 

everyone made a big fuss. They begged her to stop, promising her 

anything she wanted if only she cried, everyone made a big fuss. They 

begged her to stop, promising her anything she wanted if only she would 

be quite. But Sara’s behavior was so unusual that Lottie forgot to keep 

screaming (Page: 24-25). 

 

At that time Lottie was crying because her friend insults her that she had 

not a mother. Lottie could not stop her crying, everyone was trying to calm her 

down, but everyone failed to calm her down. It can be seemed in this follow: 

―Hello,‖ Sara said when Lottie was finally silent. Lottie sniffled a ―Hi‖ in 

response. 

―Why are you crying? ―Sara inquired. 

―I don’t have a –―Lottie began. 

―Go on, ―Sara said to encourage her. 

―I don’t have mama!‖ Lottie finally blurted out. And, although her lower 

lip still shook, a miracle happened and she was quiet (Page: 26). 

 

 Finally Sara tried to be near to the little girl, Sara tells the story of the life 

of an angel in heaven. The little girl and even then interest to the story of Sara, she 

listened to the Sara’s story until he can calm down. It can be seen in the text 

below: 

And Sara told Lottie her ideas about angels. 

Just like dolls, she explained, they led secret after lives, at times coming 

back to earth to watch over the people they loved. 
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Lottie sat up and looked around. The thought that her mama might be 

somewhere nearby, watching, made her want to act more like a girl who 

might be related to an angel. 

―Tell me more!‖ Lottie ordered. Sara’s stories were as good as candy. 

(Page: 27). 

 

 The Sara’s kindness will never lose. The statement is true .although Sara 

become a rich girl after her father’s friend find Sara in Boarding of Miss Minchin. 

And afterwards the father’s friend gives the wealth to Sara. The wealth is 

deposited by her father to father’s friend. Sara never feels about the wealth, 

because Sara know her father dies without leave anything. After Sara heard the 

good news from her father’s friend ,Of course Sara is very happy and she can not 

believe that she will get the wealth of her father, getting  a large house, a beautiful 

bed, warm blankets and the delicious food , of course  all of the wealth does not 

make Sara forget with her friend. With her kindness, Sara still remembers her 

friend that is Becky. Becky is Sara’s friend, she very sad when Sara was get 

punishment by Miss Minchin to stay in the Boarding stairs. By her kindness, Sara 

convey to Ramada’s that Becky should be together with Sara. And Becky will be 

appointed by Sara; to be private secretary. It can be seen in the text below: 

―Becky,‖ Ram Dass said, ―Sara did not forget you. She told Mr. 

Carrisford everything, and he has asked you to come to him tomorrow. 

You are to be Miss Sara’s personal assistant.‖ He waved his hand at all of 

the wonderful things he had brought during the past weeks.‖Tonight, I 

shall take these things back over the roof to my house.‖(Page: 143). 
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  Her good attitude is never change, when Sara feels hungry because she 

had not eaten all of the day. She was not given eating by Miss Minchin and she 

intends to buy bread outside from her boarding. This situation was happened 

when she brought the money, after that the money for some cakes was lost in the 

middle of walking. She meet the seller cake .The seller gives the cake to Sara 

without paying from Sara. Only because the seller cake is compassionate to Sra, 

Not only the seller cake who gives cake to the hungry little A little Beggar. 

Because the goodness of seller cake is very significant to Sara. So when she gets 

the wealth. She conveyed to Mr. Carissford that she wants to give money to the 

cake seller. Can be seen in the following text: 

Sara told him about the woman in the bakery and hungry little beggar girl 

in the steers out side. ―If I have so much money,‖ she asked, ―might I tell 

the woman that, on cold and dreadful days, she can feed all of the hungry 

beggar children and send the bills to me?‖ 

―We shall arrange it tomorrow morning,‖ agreed the Indian gentleman. 

He vowed to himself that, in reality, he would pay the bills. (Page: 145). 

From the analyze texts of A little princess novel above. The researcher 

believe that’s Sara is kind girl. The characterization of Sara as kind girl has been 

showed in different text and different page, and the kindness of Sara never change 

in different situation.  

4.1.2 Sara is A Clever Girl 

 The next Sara’s characterization is clever. the cleverness of Sara is 

described in some text and a different page. The cleverness of Sara can be 
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viewable by her friends, when the first time she told something in French 

language. Here she makes his friends was be surprised that the fluencyWhich 

French, because the French is the supporting lessons in their boarding school. The 

French is included a difficult lesson. The situation happens when Emengarde is 

talking that Emengarde curious with Emily. The situation can be seen in the 

following text: 

Emengarde gasped. ―You speak French and make up stories?‖ 

―Why, anyone can make up stories,‖ Sara said. ―You can, too.‖ 

―Why, anyone can make up stories, ―Sara said. ―You can, too.‖ 

Ermengarde didn’t believe her, but there was no time to protest. When 

they got to her closed door, Sara put her finger to her lips. 

―Shhhh, ―she whispered, mysteriously. ―Let’s try to catch her!‖(Page: 

18). 

 

At that time Miss Minchin utilizing her to language teaching, that is 

French. Sara agreed the request of Miss Minchin to be French Teacher, because If 

Sara refused the Miss Minchin asking, she would go out from the Boarding, Her 

place now.  Sara didn’t have choice in this problem. So she decided to become a 

language teacher. It best to bechoice for Sara. And she was able to teach well. The 

situation can be seen in the text below: 

―Your new life begins today,‖ Miss Minchin informed her when show 

went downstairs. ―You will work for me, in exchange for my kindness of 

not turning you out onto the street. You will begin by overseeing the 

younger girls, teaching them, French and other subjects.‖ (Page: 60-61) 
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A Sara’s intelligence about French is very good. Its can find when Sara 

has been showed she ability in front of Mr. Monsicue surface. She can mention 

everything in French well. It all can be seen in the text below: 

At the end of girl’s first day class, Mons cue suffrage took Sara to a room 

off the main hall for a private lesson. He was nice man. With curly 

French mustache. He started slowly and simply, telling Sara the French 

words for ―dog ―and ―cat‖ Next he tried to teach her to say ―spoon‖ and 

―fork.‖ 

―I have to try again.‖ Sara thought.‖ Maybe I can make him understand.‖ 

(Page: 14). 

 

Not only she has intellectual inelegance, but she has also emotional 

intelligence. Proven by the time she get problem when father left for all she was 

able to overcome that problem well, she has emotional intelligence where she can 

see the identity of another person and can understand everything there is any evil 

in others. Survive life without any guarantee of a family. By age as child it is not 

easy doing in the future, but she was able to pass through. It can be seen in the 

text below: 

But somehow, seeing the lascar and the monkey made her strong once 

again. ―Even if I am a pretend princess in rags and tatters,‖ she thought,‖ 

I can still be a true princess-inside 

And from then on, that’s what she did. When someone treated her rudely, 

Sara would simply fix her eyes upon them and smile. (2005:86). 

 So it can be conclude by researcher from some of the descriptions are 

written by researcher. That Sara is a clever girl in the novel A little princess. 

4.1.3 Sara is A Patient Girl 
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 The next Characterization of Sara is about her patience in face any 

problems or a bad situation. One of the situations that is able to show that Sara is a 

patient girl it is illustrated when she gets problem .That is when he got the news 

about the death of her father. The information was informed by Miss Minchin as 

the owner of boarding, before giving information to Sara. First there is 

conversation between Miss Minchin and his sister that is Miss Emily the 

conversation is described in the following text: 

―That is too bad, ―Miss Minchin said. ―Go take off that ridiculous pink 

thing and put the black one on. You are done with finery!‖ 

In shock, the other girls became speechless. 

―Sister, what has happened?‖ Miss Amelia cried. Miss Minchin did not 

mince word‖ Captain Crew is dead,‖ she said,‖ He died penniless, 

leaving this spoiled little princess on my hands. ―(Page: 49-50). 

 She does not have anyone in this world, Brother or Sister other than his 

father only alone after that, but at the time his father died. She is very sad but she 

faces the problem patiently. She was never complaining about her new life. She 

passed her day by patiently without saying any word from her sadness to other 

friends. It can be described in the following text:  

As for the other Servants, the cook and thehousemaids, although they, 

too, were servants, it was easy to boss around the youngest and newest 

among them. Sara used to put on what they considered fancy airs, and 

Miss Minchin seemed to dislike her as well, so they thought that such 

treatment was fitting. 
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Sara tried to remain strong and not to complain. She hoped that they all 

would see that she was a hard worker and would soften and be kinder 

toward her over time (Page: 62).  

After his father's is death. Miss Minchin changed her attitude, From Soft 

attitude to rude attitude. Sara got bad treatment from Miss Minchin, Sara get bad 

situation. She was very rude to Sara. But Sara does not respond the rude treatment 

of Miss Minchin, even She had always been kind to Miss Minchin and always 

forgive all of Miss Minchin attitude. It can be seen in the text below: 

‖What are you staring at?‖ she asked sharply.‖Why do you not speak? 

Don’t you understand what I am telling you? You, with all of your grand 

airs, are now a beggar. You will work here to earn your keep and to pay 

me back for everything you owe me.‖ 

―I understand, ‖Sara replied in a low tone.‖Now, may I please be 

excused?‖ 

She turned slowly to leave the room. (Page: 54). 

  

 The Patience of Sara is also seen when she held the sadness in Sara’s 

heart. All of her sadness was caused by the hard treatment of others who hate her 

.it all happen almost every day, Sara is only to be patient when she held all off her 

sadness in her heart  She tries to be strong, survive and try to make situation that 

is fine. This situation can be seen in the following text. 

Although saddened by their treatment of her, Sara was far too proud to 

try to win the girls back. Her heart grew even stiffer and sorer than her 

body. She never told anyone about how she felt inside, thinking. 

―Soldiers don’t complain‖ (Page: 66). 
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 From the nature of the patience shown by Sara in the novel A little 

princess. She is able to keep in all situation .it is proved in the text above and is 

written by researcher. It all describe that Sara is very patient. 

4.1.4 Sara is An Honest Girl 

In the novel A Little Princess also described the nature of honest Sara, 

Sara when Lottie was invited into a room filled with food secretly, because Lottie 

felt sorry for Sara who is often hungry. Lottie told Sara to eat these foods, 

suddenly Miss Minchin knew it, she was very angry with Sarah. Miss Minchin 

asked Sara angrily where she got the food. Sara answered honestly that the food is 

from Lottie to them Sara very hungry. It can be seen in the following text:  

Miss Minchin struck open the door with a blow of her hand. Three 

frightened faces looked up at her 

―I had been suspecting this short of thing,‖ she said,‖but I did not dream 

such as affront. Lavinia was telling me the truth!‖ 

Emengarde burst into tears. ‖Please don’t punish Sara or Becky,‖she 

begged. ―It is my fault. My aunt sent me the box. We were having a 

party‖ 

―With Princess Sara at the head of this table. I see,‖ Miss Minchin said, ‖ 

I’m sure this is your doing, Sara. Emengarde isn’t smart enough to have 

thought of such a thing‖ 

Miss Minchin turned and stared at the banquet table, which, under her 

gaze, became sad and pitiful one more. ―You arranged all of this rubbish, 

no doubt.‖ 

When Sara nodded yes, Miss Minchin raised her arm. With a mean 

flourish, she swept the plates and flowers into Emengarde’s picnic 

hamper. ‖You will have no breakfast, lunch, or dinner tomorrow, ‖she 

informed Sara. 
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―But I haven’t had any lunch or dinner today,‖ Sara replied, rather faintly 

(page: 123). 

 From the text above we can see that Sara is an honest child, even though 

he knows that with his honesty would make Miss Minchin angry, but he did not 

want to lie. 

 Honesty of Sara can be explained by researcher. One day many children 

go to a celebration of Crimes time. In sense that the celebration many people who 

give money to other people who are more in need. Sara was walking on the side of 

the road without realizing. She was given money by a child. The child assumed 

that Sara is a beggar, because Sara looks like a beggar. In the situation Sara 

prefers to be honest. with the way refunding the  child’s giving, because Sara 

thinks whatever happens to Sara, including changes in her appearance, Sara she 

should be honest with himself that he was not a beggar like child’s assume and 

other people. The honesty of Sara when she refuses the child giving others can 

view in the following text: 

―Here, my poor little girl,‖ Guy Clarence sais, reaching into his pocket 

for the coins.‖Here are my life savings. I will give them to you.‖ 

Sara blinked, and all at once realized that she looked like the poor beggar 

children she had seen in her better days. Her face turned red and then 

pale. 

‖Oh no! She replied. ―I mean, thank you, but no. I simply couldn’t‖ 

accept it.‖ (Page: 90). 
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 The Honesty of was written by researcher again, when Sara became a rich 

girl and getting back her wealth .and when She tried to express her honesty. It was 

kept in her heart to Mr. Carrisford. But she was afraid if Mr. Carrisford would 

listen her honesty to take Becky as his personal assistant and gives a bit of money 

to the baker who had helped her, along with helping the beggar girl.  

After Sara dared to tell her desire to Mr. Carrisford, finally Mr. Carrisford 

is willing to comply with what Sara desire to help her can be seen in the following 

text: 

As though to prove his point, Sara boldly told him about a plan for which 

she needed his help. 

―What is it, princess?‖ he asked. ―How can I help?‖ 

Sara told him about the woman in the bakery and hungry little beggar girl 

in the steers out side. ―If I have so much money,‖ she asked, ‖might I tell 

the woman that, on cold and dreadful days, she can feed all of the hungry 

beggar children and send the bills to me?‖(Page: 145). 

The Honestly of Sara, it is proved  by Sara again when She met with some 

people from India, Her Honesty  who unwittingly brings him to meet with 

Mr.Carrisford and made herself into a wealthy child again after She was Beggar. 

All of it began when Sara is asked by Nora about Sara’s name and Origin of 

Sara, 
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 Because in the previous sentence Sara familiar with lascar and figure 

around really surprised feel startled because Sara said she had lived in India, 

these situations can be described in the following sentence: 

Sara then made her entrance with a curry.  

―Your monkey ran away again, ―she told the Indian gentleman in her 

pretty voice. ―I thought you might be worried. Shall I give him to the 

lascar?‖ 

―How do you know he is a Laskar?‖ Nora asked with wonder.―Oh, I 

know lascar,‖ Sara said. ―I was born in India.‖(Page: 136). 

By the honesty, Sara says that her father’s name is Captain Crewe. And the 

situation can be seen in the text bellow: 

―What was your father’s name?‖ the gentleman Indian said, his 

voice faint.―Captain Ralph Crewe.‖ Sara said proudly. (Page: 137). 

 Honesty is the nature of prized, Sara keep the honesty in every situation, 

Happy or sad and the nature of it also the one who guide back as a rich child, and 

Sara being a real princess in a novel A little princess, where all of her experience 

She finds many trials and challenges. 

4.1.5 Sara is A Graceful Girl 

 When first Sara entering The Miss Minchin’s boarding, she looks very 

graceful, because her father gave the dresses are beautiful, so Sara is looks like a 

princess. Sara wore a long dress adorned some luxury accessories, it adds beauty 

Sarah. It was explained in the following text: 
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―For heaven’s sake,‖ Lavinia whispered to her friend Jessie, ―look at 

what the new girl is wearing. Frills, and more Frills still!‖  

―She has silk stocking on! ― Jessie whispered back. ―And look at her tiny 

feet!‖ 

―Please,‖ sniffed Lavinia. ―Even enormous feet look tiny when shoved 

into silk stocking! I don’t think she is pretty at all—she looks rather 

odd.‖(Page: 11). 

Sara’s graceful recognized by one of her senior friend her name is Jessy. 

Jessy is her friends in Boarding school, She said that it is true; Sarah is looks likes 

a princess.  She graceful and enchanting girl, Jessy’s statement is described in the 

following text:  

Jessie nodded. She was afraid of Lavinia. But when Lavinia wasn’t 

looking, Jessie stole another glance across the room in secret. She wasn’t 

sure if Sara was pretty, either, but there was something about Sara that 

made her want to look again. Perhaps it was her tall, slim build, or her 

very black, curled-up hair. Or may be it was her uncommon gray-green 

eyes that looked at you with a stage wisdom far beyond that of seven-

year-old. (Page: 12). 

 The elegance from Sara’s her self also recognized by Miss Minchin. 

When Miss Minchin meets her in the first time, she saw Sara wore fancy clothes 

that Miss Minchin was fascinated to see Sara’s dressed like a princess. At the 

moment she looks very elegant and pretty girl. : The explanation beside can be 

seen in the following text: 

Miss Minchin smiled a fake and fishy smile. 
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―It will be a great honor to take care of such a clever and beautiful child, 

Captain Crewe,‖ she flattered Sara. 

Sara thought about Miss Minchin’s words. 

She supposed that she was clever for her age— (Page: 4). 

 The Sara’s elegance is still visible even though she had become poor 

servant at Miss Minchin’s boarding school. When she walks between crowd and 

a lot of people, suddenly she met a many children. And the children have 

assumed that Sara is a beggar, but as soon as she heard the sentence of Sara 

Slow and graceful, then they do not believe that Sara is a beggar, in their feeling 

Sara is not beggar and she was so very confident about that, this situation can be 

found in the text: 

―And why did she speak so nicely?‖ Janet asked. ―A beggar girl would 

have said, ―Thank you’re kindly, sir, grabbed the coins, and perhaps 

bobbed a little crusty.‖ 

―I think she is a servant at that school in the square, ―Nora said, ―but she 

is surely not a beggar, however shabby she looks‖  

From then on, the Large Family became just as interested in Sara as she 

was in them. Not knowing her real name, either, they dubbed her. 

―The Little Girl Who Is Not a Beggar‖ (Page: 93). 

4.1.6 Sara’s Bravery to Utter Things  

 The Last Sara’s characterization is written by the researcher is Sara’s 

bravery. In this novel, Sara uses her bravery in reminding a person who behaves 
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badly. Namely of the person is Lavinia. Lavinia slapped Lottie to her cheeks 

immediately, Sara reminded to Lavinia that it's not good, because Lottie  still 

younger than Lavinia. The Sara’s bravery can be seen in the text below: 

Sara and Emengarde’s talk was cut short by a powerful, high-picthed 

scream. They looked over to see Lavinia standing over Lotiie. On 

Lottie’s cheek was a fresh red mark-about the size of Lavinia’s right 

hand. ‖Speaking of nasty……‖mumbled Emengarde. 

―She slapped me!‖ Lottie wailed, 

Sara rushed over, making a wall between Lavinia and Lottie. ―What were 

you thinking ? ‖She shouted at Lavinia. ―Lottie is only four. You are 

nearly thirteen nine years older!‖ (Page: 23). 

 Sara is really brave girl with her younger age when all of girls expressed 

fear of animals that is rat. Sara not afraid of mice, even rats are bad animals, she 

considers rat is pet. Not surprised because in attic occupied by Sara occupied so 

much mice. It all can be viewed in the following text: 

―What’s that?  ―Both Emengarde and Lottie exclaimed at once. 

Sara smiled.‖Oh that, ‖she said.  ―That’s just Mel chi side my pet rat.‖ 

―Your imaginary pet rat ?‖ Ermengarde asked nervously, clutching her 

red shawl more tightly around her. 

―No,‖ Sara said. She then explained how, during the past weeks, when 

she was sure she had no friends left in the world, she had made friends 

with a rat. She had named him Melchisedec. 

He was, she had realized, quite shy and sweet, and as afraid of her as she 

had been of him. All it had taken was a few spare crumbs saved from the 

kitchen to win him over. (page: 77). 
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4.2 The Influence of Sara’s Characterization to Her Friends 

Motivation can influence greatly to a person's or another person's life. 

Therefore, the motivation is the most important requirement to achieve the goal. 

As Maslow said below: 

The weight of evidence now available seems to me to indicate that the 

only sound and fundamental basis on which any classification of 

motivational life may be constructed is that of the fundamental goals or 

need (1954: 27). 

 Sometimes a characterization will inadvertently influence to others. All of 

someting in our inside can be valued by other person and can be an influence to 

others. It is like the characterization of Sara has given big influence to other 

people, who are around Sara in A Little Princess novel, 

 In the following analysis below, the researcher discuss some of the good 

of Sara’s Characterization who became a great influence on her friends in the 

novel. There are motivation for a servant, the motivation for the fool child and 

good characterization of Sara influence on young children. 

4.2.1 The Motivation of Sara to a Servant. 

Characterization of Sara which tell by Novel A Little Princess. Directly or 

indirectly it a major influence on the other characters that exist in the novel A 

Little Princess. 
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 The First to be discussed is the motivation of Sara to a servant, she has 

authority attitude. As a good example of this is the attitude to servant. When she 

was found the servant over a sleep in her room, without angry but by a good 

attitude, it can be seen in the text below: 

―Don’t be sorry,‖ Sara said. ―I’m happy that you’re here.‖Sara reached 

out and took Becky’s hand. Although Becky was older, she seemed to 

need mothering as much as Lottie did. 

―I didn’t mean to do it, miss,‖ Becky kept on. She was so used to being 

scolded that she did not even notice that Sara was being kind to her. ―But 

the fire was so warm, an’ the chair was so soft, an’ I was so tired‖ 

―I know, ―Sara tried to soothe her. ―And you work so hard.‖ Becky 

finally could see that she was not in trouble. 

―You’re really not angry, miss?‖ she gasped. ―You’re not gain’ to tell the 

missus? 

―Of course not,‖ Sara said. She had another idea.‖Are you done with 

your work?‖ she asked.‖Can you stay a little while longer? (Page: 34). 

 From the text above states that Sara motivate to Becky as a servant. Becky 

inadvertently entered into Sara's room, to make Becky so as not to feel inferior; 

Sara invites Becky to her room next time when she wants. 

 According to Sara, a Servant has also has the right to be respected. Becky 

in the novel of A little princess is a servant, but Sara would make Becky as a 

friend. Sarah is very respect to her even Sara never considered Becky as a servant. 

This can be explained in the text below: 
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That day, Sara vowed that she would make friends with Becky. Without 

thinking about it, Sara often went to the aid of people in need, and Becky 

was no exception. 

The few times their paths crossed again, though, Becky seemed flustered. 

Sara knew Becky would get scolded if she were caught talking to the 

students, so she kept her distance. (Page: 32). 

 

The Sara’s good attitude above as a positive influence to Becky in her self, 

she is more confident and can no longer inferior to other friends even though she 

was a servant. The explanation beside can be showed in the text below: 

―Becky,‖ Sara offered, ― if you come to my room every night, I can tell 

you a little bit more of the mermaid story each time until the story is 

finished. Would you like that?‖ 

―I would!‖ Becky exclaimed. ―I would like that so much that I wouldn’t 

care anymore how heavy the coal boxes were, or how hungry I was, or 

how mean the missus is to me. If I had that to look forward to, I think I 

could do anything!‖ 

And Becky did survive through the nights that followed—not only on 

Sara’s snacks and stories, but on her warmth and kindness. (Page: 35-36) 

 From the explanation texts above, the influence of Sara’s characterization 

made Becky get a goodness and affection from Sara. She was very happy because 

she didn’t feel alone in this world. Sara always gives the attention to her. 

4.2.2 The Motivation of Sara to A Fool Student 

Ermengarde is a fool student, she always made the laughing by her friend 

in the class. But she can not be angry from treatment of her friend. Because she 

realizes that she is needy students. In the class she just silent and not belief with 

her self, but after she met Sarah, she gets different treatment. Sarah really 
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appreciates it, and Sara never discriminate her. The Sara’s motivation was 

described in the text as follows: 

Chubby Ermengarde St. Jhon hadn’t laughed when Sara embarrassed 

Miss Minchin by mistake with her fluency French. There was nothing 

funny, Ermengarde thought, about how stupid she was compared with 

this new student. Compared with anyone, really_ or so her father always 

said. Her father was a scholar and expected his daughter to read and 

understand books he sent her. But it was hopeless, because Ermengarde 

could not remember what she had just read and was the biggest dunce in 

the school. She had been studying French for years, with no success. And 

her pronunciation was just awful. She was, as the French say,‖stupid!‖ 

(Page: 16). 

After Ermengarde meet Sara, she has spirit to study hard. That is caused 

from influence Sara’s characterization. It can be inspiration to Ermengarde and 

other friends. Since she becomes friend with Sara, she moves her think to better. 

She wants to can speak French like Sara.  

Emengarde gasped. ―You speak French- and make up stories?‖ 

Why, anyone can make up stories, :‖ Sara said. You can, too.‖ 

Emengarde didn’t believe her, but there was no time to protest. When 

they got to her closed door, Sara put her finger to her lips. (Page: 18). 

After Sara tell the stories to Ermengarde. She was very attractive and she 

gets motivation to more study hard especially about French language. She wants 

to Sara as her teacher. The explanation beside can be showed in this text below:  
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―Don’t worry,‖ Sara said. ―It’s only make believe, Haven’t you ever 

pretended things.‖ 

―No, ― Emengarde admitted. 

―Don’t worry,‖ Sara said.‖It’s easy. I‖ll teach you how.‖ 

For the next hour. Emengarde sat hugging her knees in delight as Sara 

taught her the basics of pretending-of telling stories and making up odd 

things. She couldn’t teach her French in one hour, but she taught her 

more about the secret life dolls and about the voyage from India. Finally, 

she told her about her papa. (Page: 19-20). 

4.2.3 The Motivation of Sara to Children 

The influence of Sara’s characterization to child is one Sara’s 

characterization that motherly. It happened when She tried to calm the Lottie is 

crying because she lost her mother. At the time she was crying and no one could 

calm down her, but Sarah can calm the little girl. By telling about the life of 

angels in heaven, Lottie was very interested in the story. Eventually she was silent 

and be quiet. Since then she considers Sarah as her new mama. Sarah motherly 

nature that it could show in the text below: 

Sara’s voice was dreamy as she described heaven. ―There are fields of 

flowers, ―she imagined. ―The little children run and gather armfuls of 

them, and laugh, and make long lily necklaces. And there are fairies 

everywhere, just floating.‖ 

―I want to float with the fairies, ―Lottie declared, ―Because I haven’t got 

any mama down here.‖ 

―I will be your mama.‖Sara knew just what to say. ―We’ll pretend that 

you are my adopted little girl. And Emily will be your sister.‖ 

 When Lottie smiled, her face turned into one big dimple. (Page: 28) 
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 Sara’s affection doesn’t stop when her father passed away. When his 

father gets bankrupt, although she lived in a stairs that is bad stairs and her 

condition change be suffered. Sara continues to be used to her personality that will 

never change. Sara has affection to the other. Emengarde and Lottie came to see 

her in the room which is located in an attic. 

Sara had said to Emengarde and Lottie that he missed them. It was because 

they had been separated for too long time, since Sara expelled by Miss Minchin 

and had to stay in the stair. The situation can be seen in a Text follows: 

―I couldn’t stand anymore,‖ Emengarde said. ― I had to come up here and 

beg you to be friends again.‖ 

―You are nicer than I am,‖ Sara said. ―I missed you, too, but I was too 

proud to say anything.‖ She frowned.‖ You see? Now that my luck has 

run out, I’ve discovered that I am not so nice after all.‖ 

Ermengarde glanced around the attic room with both fear and curiosity. 

―How can you bear living up here?‖ She asked. 

Sara looked around as well. She found that she was actually getting used 

to it. (Page: 71) 

 

4.2.4 Characterization of Sara Makes Her Friends Understand about 

Friendship  

 An influence of Sara's characterization, it has made friends who are nearby 

with Sara to understand how the meaning of a friendship. They have motivation to 

understand how the meaning of a friendship. The friendship is creating not only 

from making rend but it was created an attitude as happiness and sadness. It 
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happens when Sara as a rich child even as poor child her friends still appreciate 

and understand the meaning of a friendship. 

 The character in A Little Princess who understand what is friendship is 

Becky. Because the influence Sara’s characterization to Becky Sara one of them 

can be seen from the following text: 

―Oh miss,‖ she said. ―Might I come in? Is there anything I can do for 

you? Please, Will you still let me wait on you?‖ 

 Sara looked up. She had intended to smile, but when she saw the love 

and sadness in Becky’s face, something broke inside of her. Finally, the 

tears came. 

―Oh Becky, ―she sobbed.‖ Thank you, but no there is nothing anyone 

excel do. You will never wait on me again, you see? I was right both of 

us are only two little girls, just alike. I’m not a princess anymore. (Page: 

58). 

  

  Finally Becky be able to understand the meaning of a friendship when he 

was appointed personal assistant of Sara, that true friendship between Sara and he 

will never change. This situation can be seen performance following text: 

 

―Becky,‖ Ram Dass said,‖Sara did not forget you. She told Mr. 

Carrisford everything, and he has asked you to come to him tomorrow. 

You are to be Miss Sara’s personal assistant.‖ He waved his hand at all of 

the wonderful things he had brought during the past weeks.‖Tonight, I 

shall take these things back over the roof to my house.‖(Page: 143). 

 

The other characters in who influence of Sara's Characterization of A little 

Princess novel is her influence to Emengarde, Emengarde can understand about 
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the meaning of a friendship of Sara characterization. Sara do not know who she is 

and under any circumstances to them, this made Emengarde who has to feel 

foolish and because her foolish make her is isolated by other friend. Emengarde 

Perform act a act of climbed into the room Sara to give some cookies to Sara. The 

emengarde’ fear was defeated by friendship sense to Sara; this situation can be 

seen in the following: 

―Sara!‖ Ermengarde cried out, giving an excited little jump. The ideas 

were starting to come faster now, and this was a good one. ―This very 

afternoon, my aunt sent me a box full of treats. It’s got cake in it, and 

meat pies, and jam tarts and buns, and oranges and red-currant cider, and 

figs and chocolate, and –―  

―Stop it!‖ Sara said. Her head was spinning. 

―I’ll sneak back to my room and bring it upstairs and we can eat it, 

okay?‖ (Page: 120- 121). 

 

 Not only that the Emengarde’s doing to show how understand her about 

friendship. After emengarde meet Sara in attic and Emengarde treatment Sara as 

Princess, prepare the Table and take the cookies any meals on the Table which 

has brought by Emengarde. Suddenly, Miss Minchin comes to them and She 

Says angrly.She blames to Sara. Emengarde Says directly, She admit the entire 

fault not Sara. The situation can be described by the following the text:  

Emengarde burst into tears. ―please don’t punish Sara or Beky,‖she 

begged. ―it is my fault.My aunt sent me the box. We were only having a 

paty‖. 

―With Princess Sara at the head of table, I see,‖ Miss Minchin said. ― I 

am sure this is your doing, Sara. Emengarde isn’t smart enough to have 

thought of such a thing.‖(Page: 123) 
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The next character that felt the influence of Sara Characterization of the 

novel A Little Princess, that is Lottie. She is a young age and with a small body 

she tries to meet Sara on above of attic where Sara stays for everyday. Lottie 

attempted to meet with Sara because she heard the news about the miserable state 

of Sara. For the sake of friendship Lottie tried to meet Sara and confronts Sara 

despite the risks that can Lottie very heavy. Lottie could get punish by Miss 

Minchin and in law, the situation can be seen in the following Text: 

 Sara had refused to tell her, but Lottie was one stubborn little girl. She 

had listened in on the older girls’ gossip about Sara. This evening, she 

started on her voyage of discovery. She climbed stairs she never knew 

existed- so many stairs that she thought her little legs would fall off-until 

she reached the attic and saw the light under Sara’s door.(Page: 73). 

When Lottie met Sara, Lottie could not hold her tears; she burst into tears 

seeing the sad state of Sara. Because Sara can understand the meaning of a 

friendship as long as he met Sara. The situation is reflected in the following text: 

At first, she was overjoyed to have found Sara, But when she saw 

the bare and ugly room, her face fell. ‖Mama Sara!‖ she cried in 

horror. She seemed as if she might start wailing and flailing90 

again-something she had not done in along time. ‖Surely you don’t 

live here. (Page: 74) 

 

 The next character has feeling Influence from Sara’s characterization in A 

Little Princess novel is Ram Dass. Although Ram Dass seldom met with Sara, but 

Ram dass understand about meaning of friendship. Ram Dass feel sorry for Sara 
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what is happen with her. one upon when Miss Minchin angry to  Sara. Rama Dass 

seeing Sara From out side. Ram Dass has big feeling of friendship between Sara 

and Ram Dass. Ram Dass promised in heart inside m if one day he would make 

happiness to Sara to Sara. The situations reflected in the following Text: 

 All alone, that is, except for the dark face of Ram Dass, who was 

watching in anger from the roof outside of Sara’s window? He had 

walked across because, he had heard the ruckus through the walls 

and wanted to make sure his little friend was all right. (Page: 126), 

  

 


